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About This Game

For its 10 year anniversary, Titan Quest will shine in new splendour. This Anniversary Edition combines both Titan Quest and
Titan Quest Immortal Throne in one game, and has been given a massive overhaul for the ultimate ARPG experience.

Anniversary Edition update

Restored and improved multiplayer functionality, including new features like a built-in voice chat and NAT resolving for
best multiplayer connectivity

Support for more resolutions, larger camera distance and scaleable UI size

Improved performance and general stability

Support for modders through new modding options and a fully integrated Steam Workshop

Complete balance rework with improvements to all Masteries, damage types, unique items and sets

Countless bug fixes and other improvements, including ten years’ worth of community fixes

Increased challenges and rewards for larger parties and on higher difficulty levels

Dozens of new heroes and bosses to encounter
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Improved enemy and pet AI

Quality of life features like higher stack limits, quick item pickup, a larger stash and a speed setting

Reduced cheating with curbed exploits, removal of test items and mod comparison in multiplayer

Steam Friend Invites

Steam Achievements

Steam Trading Cards

Discover the Courage that Turns Heroes Into Legends

From Age of Empires co-creator Brian Sullivan and Braveheart writer Randall Wallace comes an innovative action role playing
game set in ancient Greece, Egypt and Asia. The Titans have escaped their eternal prison, wreaking havoc upon the earth. The

gods seek a hero who can turn the tide in an epic struggle that will determine the fate of both men and gods.

In this epic quest of good versus evil, players will encounter the greatest villains of Greek mythology, brave the attacks of
Cerberus, and hazard the banks of the River Styx. Players will interpret the prophecies of the blind seer Tiresias, fight alongside

Agamemnon and Achilles, and use the wiles of Odysseus to conquer this dark new adventure.

Are you ready for the quest?

Key features

Explore the Ancient World - Unlock arcane mysteries and battle the beasts of mythology as you journey to the
Parthenon, Great Pyramids, Hanging Gardens of Babylon, The Great Wall and other legendary locations

Atmospheric Graphics - Take a hero's journey through authentic Ancient World settings crafted in stunning, realistic,
3D detail

Conquer Monsters of Legend - Battle horrific monsters and mythical beasts in a story-driven campaign that will
determine the fate of all existence

Highly Customizable Characters - Build and customize your characters with 28 classes and over 1000 pieces of unique
and legendary items to create the ultimate champion

Online Multiplayer Gameplay - Challenge others to experience your map creations in fast-action, 2-6 player online
cooperative gameplay

Create Your Own Worlds - Create your own maps with the easy-to-use World Editor for endless adventuring
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Title: Titan Quest Anniversary Edition
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Iron Lore Entertainment, THQ Nordic
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Titan Quest
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / 10 32 or 64 bit

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB NVIDIA GeForce 6800 series or ATI Radeon X800 series or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Ukrainian
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7\/10 - Has not aged perfectly, but still a classic. Full review below.

=Intro=

I played the original TQ to death, and further to death once Immortal Throne came out. Since then...and we are talking decades
later, THQ released not one but two expansion packs. I decided to give the game a redo.

=Gamplay=

It's an ARPG in the Diablo vein, which should tell you everything you need immediately. You explore, earn xp and get loot of
different flavors. One unique innovation is that you pick 2 classes rather than 1, making every character a hybrid. It works really
well and allows you to build very much *your* character - although plenty of useless or underwhelming abilities clog up the
trees.

The game isn't procedurally generated, so levels and placements are set in stone - not a bad thing.

Everything is set in ancient history - Greek, Egyptian, Chinese and finally Norse. It's a damn cool setting and well done,
although some of the accents are more hilarious than anything.

The game certainly hasn't aged perfectly - combat is clunky compared to more recent titles like Diablo 3 and Grim Dawn, but
certainly doesn't play badly.

Difficulty is rather high depending on what class you choose (hint: Archer is very challenging early) but chances are you'll find
something you like. Some monsters, in particularly bosses do not always feel well tuned - a massive scorpion man with a very
lucrative reward dies in a few hits, while a certain two headed dog early on can kill you in seconds and barely has any reward.
That said, death isn't overly penalised and it's easy to get back to the fight.

One of the game's strengths is it's boss fights, which for the time were mindblowing and still hold up well.

Like Diablo 2 and similar games, after finishing the game on Normal you get to do it on Epic and Legendary, which are harder
and have some unique new monsters and bosses, but more impressive loot can drop.

It all flows rather well, but feels the lack of refinement sometimes. Combat, as mentioned, is sluggish and clunky and allocating
stats is a min-maxer's nightmare. Bugs still remain, from slowdowns to items floating in the air, but mostly minor stuff. The
inventory and stash are far too small and the tabs feature is really clunky, but you can use a mod to give you essentially infinite
stash space - a great idea.

The game does have an epic scope and, unlike Grim Dawn (made later by the same team) maintains an awesome sense of
geography and building threat. It's also *massive* and pretty fun to explore, with special monsters and quests tucked away all
over the place.

=Graphics=

This has aged surprisingly well, especially if you use something like Reshade to pump up the colors. Some performance issues
remain, such as chugging when entering certain maps.

=Audio=

While the voice acting is hokey, the music is phenomenal. The hidden track is one of the coolest easter eggs in gaming.

=Style=

The game is still pretty cool, with huge, complex boss fights, engaging loot and a not-terrible storyline. Loot drops however are
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extremely chintzy, leading a lot of players to use exploits and custom maps to farm - or one of the excellent mods available. XP
gain also feels a little slow and once you hit later difficulties it's easy to get to a point where you need to grind xp.

=Value=

There is a *hell* of a lot of game here for the price. The base game is enormous, and then factoring in the expansion content
(which is great), the 3 difficulty clears and the oodles of possible characters - it's a steal even at sticker price. You will get bored
long before you do or see everything - in a good way.

=Overall=

+ Excellent ARPG
+ Solid visuals
+ Cool loot
+ Fantastic monsters and bosses

- Loot drops are overly stingy
- Some bugs and issues have never been fixed
- Occasionally wonky balance
- Can feel grindy

At the end of the day, this remains a game near and dear to me and really does hold up on revisiting, if you can forgive some
clunkiness and outdated design choices.. GREAT GAME SO FAR, but IT KEEPS CRASHING ON MULTIPLAYER!!!! PLZ
FIX DEVS!. More fun than fighting with your girlfriend through texts at 2 am.. game crash in multiplayer after atlantis, please
fix it. Can't play the anniversary edition yet. After launching the game it simply crushes without error message after the intro
video while showing for a few seconds the loading screen. Tried to verify the integrity of the game files, launching the game in
direct X 9, deactivate antivirus, reinstall, reading support threats with similar issues and so on. No light in the tunnel.... I never
played this game until now. I always end up buying games which I'll never touch for a few years... I started playing it now and I
must say, it's a nice game if you consider its time being. The first act is repetitive though, I feel like I'm committing a mass
genocide against goat-people.. The game that keeps on giving, even after all these years...

A new DLC is out, adding more content to this decade-old classic.

The true winner of Labor of Love in my books.
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Multiplayer is scuffed.. The game crashed a lot within an hour of gameplay.
Impossible to play multiplayer. every time I tried to join \\ host a server,I got a message after 5 min that the connection has been
lost.
I asked some people inside the game and they told me it was happening to them too.. I have been playing this game since I was
12 years old and it's still hella fun to play 13 years later.. Classic RPG. It maybe a Diablo clone but set in ancient Greece, Egypt,
Asia, Hades, Norse, and Atlantis. Really fun game to play. i highly recommend this game. Honestly my favorite hack and slash
games. I played TQ back in 2008 and since my first play I kind of loved it ( even though i passed the whole game with my
laptop's mousepad dying around 70 times to Typhon ). After 12 years of the game release I'm still fond of this game. Graphics
are really great for a game this old, although we have new expansions, updates and dlc's ( which is impressive due to the time
this game is a thing ) people still care a lot about this amazing game. I highly recommend this game due to It's impressive
gameplay and an awesome crew that's behind the game trying to enhance it everyday. I highly doubt you'll get disapointed,

Greetings. :)
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